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Used throughout the United States and many other countries, the National Electrical Code (NEC) is the world’s most detailed set
of electrical codes pertaining to photovoltaic (PV) systems. PV and the NEC presents a straightforward explanation of the NEC in
everyday language. This new edition is based on the 2020 NEC, which will be used widely until 2026, with most of the
interpretations and material staying true long after. This book interprets the distinct differences between previous versions of the
NEC and the 2020 NEC and clarifies how these code changes relate specifically to PV installations. Written by two of the leading
authorities and educators in the field, this book will be a vital resource for solar professionals, as well as anyone preparing for a
solar certification exam.
The DC/AC microgrid system is a crucial empowering technology for the integration of various types of renewable energy sources
(RES) accompanied by a smart control approach to enhance the system reliability and efficiency. This book presents cutting-edge
technology developments and recent investigations performed with the help of power electronics. Large-scale renewable energy
integration presents challenges and issues for power grids. In particular, these issues include microgrid adaption to RES, AC
machines, the new configuration of AC/DC converters, and electrification of domestic needs with optimal cost expenses from
domestic standalone microgrids. Furthermore, this book elaborates cutting-edge developments in electric vehicle fast charging
configuration, battery management, and control schemes with renewable energies through hardware-in-loop testing and validation
for performance durability in real-time application. Overall, the book covers the diverse field of microgrids, allowing readers to
adopt new technologies and prepare for future power demands with sustainable green engineering.
Across a variety of disciplines, data and statistics form the backbone of knowledge. To ensure the reliability and validity of data,
appropriate measures must be taken in conducting studies and reporting findings. Research Methods: Concepts, Methodologies,
Tools, and Applications compiles chapters on key considerations in the management, development, and distribution of data. With
its focus on both fundamental concepts and advanced topics, this multi-volume reference work will be a valuable addition to
researchers, scholars, and students of science, mathematics, and engineering.
Free to download eBook on Practical Solar Tracking Design, Solar Tracking, Sun Tracking, Sun Tracker, Solar Tracker, Follow
Sun, Sun Position calculation (Azimuth, Elevation, Zenith), Sun following, Sunrise, Sunset, Moon-phase, Moonrise, Moonset
calculators. In harnessing power from the sun through a solar tracker or solar tracking system, renewable energy system
developers require automatic solar tracking software and solar position algorithms. On-axis sun tracking system such as the
altitude-azimuth dual axis or multi-axis solar tracker systems use a sun tracking algorithm or ray tracing sensors or software to
ensure the sun's passage through the sky is traced with high precision in automated solar tracker applications, right through
summer solstice, solar equinox and winter solstice. Eco Friendly and Environmentally Sustainable Micro Combined Solar Heat and
Power (m-CHP, m-CCHP, m-CHCP) with Microgrid Storage and Layered Smartgrid Control towards Supplying Off-Grid Rural
Villages in developing BRICS countries such as Africa, India, China and Brazil. Off-grid rural villages and isolated islands areas
require mCHP and trigeneration solar power plants and associated isolated smart microgrid solutions to serve the community
energy needs. This article describes the development progress for such a system, also referred to as solar polygeneration. The
system includes a sun tracker mechanism wherin a parabolic dish or lenses are guided by a light sensitive mechanique in a way
that the solar receiver is always at right angle to the solar radiation. Solar thermal energy is then either converted into electrical
energy through a free piston Stirling, or stored in a thermal storage container. The project includes the thermodynamic modeling of
the plant in Matlab Simulink as well as the development of an intelligent control approach that includes smart microgrid distribution
and optimization. The book includes aspects in the simulation and optimization of stand-alone hybrid renewable energy systems
and co-generation in isolated or islanded microgrids. It focusses on the stepwise development of a hybrid solar driven micro
combined cooling heating and power (mCCHP) compact trigeneration polygeneration and thermal energy storage (TES) system
with intelligent weather prediction, weak-ahead scheduling (time horizon), and look-ahead dispatch on integrated smart microgrid
distribution principles. The solar harvesting and solar thermodynamic system includes an automatic sun tracking platform based
on a PLC controlled mechatronic sun tracking system that follows the sun progressing across the sky. An intelligent energy
management and adaptive learning control optimization approach is proposed for autonomous off-grid remote power applications,
both for thermodynamic optimization and smart micro-grid optimization for distributed energy resources (DER). The correct
resolution of this load-following multi objective optimization problem is a complex task because of the high number and multidimensional variables, the cross-correlation and interdependency between the energy streams as well as the non-linearity in the
performance of some of the system components. Exergy-based control approaches for smartgrid topologies are considered in
terms of the intelligence behind the safe and reliable operation of a microgrid in an automated system that can manage energy
flow in electrical as well as thermal energy systems. The standalone micro-grid solution would be suitable for a rural village,
intelligent building, district energy system, campus power, shopping mall centre, isolated network, eco estate or remote island
application setting where self-generation and decentralized energy system concepts play a role. Discrete digital simulation models
for the thermodynamic and active demand side management systems with digital smartgrid control unit to optimize the system
energy management is currently under development. Parametric simulation models for this trigeneration system (polygeneration,
poligeneration, quadgeneration) are developed on the Matlab Simulink and TrnSys platforms. In terms of model predictive coding
strategies, the automation controller will perform multi-objective cost optimization for energy management on a microgrid level by
managing the generation and storage of electrical, heat and cooling energies in layers. Each layer has its own set of smart
microgrid priorities associated with user demand side cycle predictions. Mixed Integer Linear Programming and Neural network
algorithms are being modeled to perform Multi Objective Control optimization as potential optimization and adaptive learning
techniques.
The interstate integration of power grids provides multiple advantages concerning operation security, integration of renewable
energy as well as energy trading. Due to these facts grid interconnections, such as ENTSO-E in Continental Europe, expand
continually since its establishment. Due to the increasing scale and distance of interconnected power systems as well as an
increasing number of countries involved with increasing complexity of operation, comprehensive R&D and innovations are urgently
required to assure reliable and efficient operation of power systems. In this book new tools and methods are presented for
monitoring, control and protection of large scale power systems. These tools and methods consider Smart Grid technologies
based on wide area data exchange in combination with modern measurement devices, such as PMUs and advanced network
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controllers such as FACTS and HVDC systems. Within this topic the impact and reliability of different communication technologies
play a key role. The material of this book is based on final results from the international research project ICOEUR “Intelligent
Coordination of Operation and Emergency Control of EU and Russian Power Grids”, supported by the European Commission and
the Russian Federal Agency of Science and Innovation. This book provides a great value for professional power system engineers
as well as for students interested in topics related to large scale power system monitoring, control, protection and operation.
Power Electronic Converters for Solar Photovoltaic Systems provides design and implementation procedures for power electronic
converters and advanced controllers to improve standalone and grid environment solar photovoltaics performance. Sections cover
performance and improvement of solar photovoltaics under various conditions with the aid of intelligent controllers, allowing
readers to better understand the nuances of power electronic converters for renewable energy systems. With algorithm
development and real-time implementation procedures, this reference is useful for those interested in power electronics for
performance improvement in distributed energy resources, design of advanced controllers, and measurement of critical
parameters surrounding renewable energy systems. By providing a complete solution for performance improvement in solar PV
with novel control techniques, this book will appeal to researchers and engineers working in power electronic converters,
renewable energy, and power quality. Includes simulation studies and photovoltaic performance analysis Uses case studies as a
reference for design and research Covers different varieties of power converters, from fundamentals to implementation
This comprehensive, two-volume resource provides a thorough introduction to lithium ion (Li-ion) technology. Readers get a handson understanding of Li-ion technology, are guided through the design and assembly of a battery, through deployment,
configuration and testing. The book covers dozens of applications, with solutions for each application provided. Volume Two
focuses on small batteries in consumer products and power banks, as well as large low voltage batteries in stationary or mobile
house power, telecom, residential, marine and microgrid. Traction batteries, including passenger, industrial, race vehicles, public
transit, marine, submarine and aircraft are also discussed. High voltage stationary batteries grid-tied and off-grid are presented,
exploring their use in grid quality, arbitrage and back-up, residential, microgrid, industrial, office buildings. Finally, the book
explores what happens when accidents occur, so readers may avoid these mistakes. Written by a prominent expert in the field and
packed with over 500 illustrations, these volumes contain solutions to practical problems, making it useful for both the novice and
experienced practitioners.

The book is a compilation of selected papers from 2020 International Conference on Electrical and Electronics
Engineering (ICEEE 2020) held in National Power Training Institute HQ (Govt. of India) on February 21 – 22, 2020. The
work focuses on the current development in the fields of electrical and electronics engineering like power generation,
transmission and distribution, renewable energy sources and technology, power electronics and applications, robotics,
artificial intelligence and IoT, control, and automation and instrumentation, electronics devices, circuits and systems,
wireless and optical communication, RF and microwaves, VLSI, and signal processing. The book is beneficial for readers
from both academia and industry.
The First International Conference on Advancement of Computer, Communication and Electrical Technology focuses on
key technologies and recent progress in computer vision, information technology applications, VLSI, signal processing,
power electronics & drives, and application of sensors & transducers, etc. Topics in this conference include: Computer
Science This conference encompassed relevant topics in computer science such as computer vision & intelligent system,
networking theory, and application of information technology. Communication Engineering To enhance the theory &
technology of communication engineering, ACCET 2016 highlighted the state-of the-art research work in the field of
VLSI, optical communication, and signal processing of various data formatting. Research work in the field of microwave
engineering, cognitive radio and networks are also included. Electrical Technology The state-of-the-art research topic in
the field of electrical & instrumentation engineering is included in this conference such as power system stability &
protection, non-conventional energy resources, electrical drives, and biomedical engineering. Research work in the area
of optimization and application in control, measurement & instrumentation are included as well.
This book covers the fundamentals of power electronic converter modeling and control, digital simulation, and
experimental studies in the area of renewable energy systems and AC/DC microgrid. Recent advanced control methods
for voltage source inverters (VSIs) and the hierarchical controlled islanded microgrid are discussed, including the
mathematical modeling, controller synthesis, parameter selection and multi-scale stability analysis, and consensus-based
control strategies for the microgrid and microgrid clusters. The book will be an invaluable technical reference for
practicing engineers and researchers working in the areas of renewable energy, power electronics, energy internet, and
smart grid. It can also be utilized as reference book for undergraduate and postgraduate students in electrical
engineering.
Considering the increasing importance of renewable energy for climate change mitigation, this book provides an overview
of how renewable energy sources are integrated into the grid to promote better understanding among students and
business professionals in the utility sector and across industries. Following an overview of the technical and historical
development of the electric grid in the U.S. and Europe, this guide reviews hydropower, solar photovoltaics, wind energy,
fuel cell, and battery technologies. The author also presents models for the connection of these renewable energy
sources from large-scale to on-site and community power/microgrids. The models are explained through case studies in
the developed and developing worlds that explore how technical evaluations are conducted, policy incentives
implemented, and project finance applied. Considering the increasing importance of renewable energy for climate change
mitigation, this book provides an overview of how renewable energy sources are integrated into the grid to promote better
understanding among students and business professionals in the utility sector and across industries. Most literature on
grid interconnection is highly technical, assuming an in-depth understanding of electrical engineering. With the rise of
clean technologies and the diversity of interconnection models, this guide fills a gap in the existing literature by equipping
non-technical business managers with the salient information they need to make critical decisions for their organizations.
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Distributed Energy Resources in Microgrids: Integration, Challenges and Optimization unifies classically unconnected
aspects of microgrids by considering them alongside economic analysis and stability testing. In addition, the book
presents well-founded mathematical analyses on how to technically and economically optimize microgrids via distributed
energy resource integration. Researchers and engineers in the power and energy sector will find this information useful
for combined scientific and economical approaches to microgrid integration. Specific sections cover microgrid
performance, including key technical elements, such as control design, stability analysis, power quality, reliability and
resiliency in microgrid operation. Addresses the challenges related to the integration of renewable energy resources
Includes examples of control algorithms adopted during integration Presents detailed methods of optimization to enhance
successful integration
Power systems worldwide are going through a paradigm shift from centralized generation to distributed generation. This
book presents the SYNDEM (i.e., synchronized and democratized) grid architecture and its technical routes to harmonize
the integration of renewable energy sources, electric vehicles, storage systems, and flexible loads, with the
synchronization mechanism of synchronous machines, to enable autonomous operation of power systems, and to
promote energy freedom. This is a game changer for the grid. It is the sort of breakthrough — like the touch screen in
smart phones — that helps to push an industry from one era to the next, as reported by Keith Schneider, a New York
Times correspondent since 1982. This book contains an introductory chapter and additional 24 chapters in five parts:
Theoretical Framework, First-Generation VSM (virtual synchronous machines), Second-Generation VSM, ThirdGeneration VSM, and Case Studies. Most of the chapters include experimental results. As the first book of its kind for
power electronics-enabled autonomous power systems, it • introduces a holistic architecture applicable to both large and
small power systems, including aircraft power systems, ship power systems, microgrids, and supergrids • provides latest
research to address the unprecedented challenges faced by power systems and to enhance grid stability, reliability,
security, resiliency, and sustainability • demonstrates how future power systems achieve harmonious interaction, prevent
local faults from cascading into wide-area blackouts, and operate autonomously with minimized cyber-attacks • highlights
the significance of the SYNDEM concept for power systems and beyond Power Electronics-Enabled Autonomous Power
Systems is an excellent book for researchers, engineers, and students involved in energy and power systems, electrical
and control engineering, and power electronics. The SYNDEM theoretical framework chapter is also suitable for policy
makers, legislators, entrepreneurs, commissioners of utility commissions, energy and environmental agency staff, utility
personnel, investors, consultants, and attorneys.
An authoritative reference on the new generation of VSC-FACTS and VSC-HVDC systems and their applicability within
current and future power systems VSC-FACTS-HVDC and PMU: Analysis, Modelling and Simulation in Power Grids
provides comprehensive coverage of VSC-FACTS and VSC-HVDC systems within the context of high-voltage Smart
Grids modelling and simulation. Readers are presented with an examination of the advanced computer modelling of the
VSC-FACTS and VSC-HVDC systems for steady-state, optimal solutions, state estimation and transient stability
analyses, including numerous case studies for the reader to gain hands-on experience in the use of models and
concepts. Key features: Wide-ranging treatment of the VSC achieved by assessing basic operating principles, topology
structures, control algorithms and utility-level applications. Detailed advanced models of VSC-FACTS and VSC-HVDC
equipment, suitable for a wide range of power network-wide studies, such as power flows, optimal power flows, state
estimation and dynamic simulations. Contains numerous case studies and practical examples, including cases of multiterminal VSC-HVDC systems. Includes a companion website featuring MATLAB software and Power System Computer
Aided Design (PSCAD) scripts which are provided to enable the reader to gain hands-on experience. Detailed coverage
of electromagnetic transient studies of VSC-FACTS and VSC-HVDC systems using the de-facto industry standard
PSCAD/EMTDC simulation package. An essential guide for utility engineers, academics, and research students as well
as industry managers, engineers in equipment design and manufacturing, and consultants.
Labor and related costs account for more than half of the price of the average home solar installation. But homeowners can save
thousands of dollars with this user-friendly manual, which follows the same process professional contractors use. Through detailed
directions and step-by-step photos, veteran solar installer Joseph Burdick and seasoned builder Philip Schmidt teach you how to
determine the size, placement, and type of installation you’ll need. This comprehensive DIY guide covers everything from
assembling rooftop racking or building a ground-mount structure to setting up the electrical connections and making a battery bank
for off-grid systems.
This book addresses the emerging trend of smart grids in power systems. It discusses the advent of smart grids and selected
technical implications; further, by combining the perspectives of researchers from Europe and South America, the book captures
the status quo of and approaches to smart grids in a wide range of countries. It describes the basic concepts, enabling readers to
understand the theoretical aspects behind smart grid formation, while also examining current challenges and philosophical
discussions. Like the industrial revolution and the birth of the Internet, smart grids are certain to change the way people use
electricity. In this regard, a new term – the “prosumer” – is used to describe consumers who may sometimes also be energy
producers. This is particularly appealing if we bear in mind that most of the distributed power generation in smart grids does not
involve carbon emissions. At first glance, the option of generating their own power could move consumers to leave their current
energy provider. Yet the authors argue that doing so is not a wise choice: utilities will play a central role in this new scenario and
should not be ignored.
Due to the increasing world population, energy consumption is steadily climbing, and there is a demand to provide solutions for
sustainable and renewable energy production, such as wind turbines and photovoltaics. Power electronics are being used to
interface renewable sources in order to maximize the energy yield, as well as smoothly integrate them within the grid. In many
cases, power electronics are able to ensure a large amount of energy saving in pumps, compressors, and ventilation systems.
This book explains the operations behind different renewable generation technologies in order to better prepare the reader for
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practical applications. Multiple chapters are included on the state-of-the-art and possible technology developments within the next
15 years. The book provides a comprehensive overview of the current renewable energy technology in terms of system
configuration, power circuit usage, and control. It contains two design examples for small wind turbine system and PV power
system, respectively, which are useful for real-life installation, as well as many computer simulation models.
This is a reprint in book form of the Energies MDPI Journal Special Issue , entitled “Energy Storage Systems and Power
Conversion Electronics for E-Transportation and Smart Grid”. The Special Issue was managed by two Guest Editors from Italy
and Norway: Professor Sergio Saponara from the University of Pisa and Professor Lucian MIHET-POPA from Østfold University
College, in close cooperation with the Editors from Energies. The papers published in this SI are related to the emerging trends in
energy storage and power conversion electronic circuits and systems, with a specific focus on transportation electrification, and on
the evolution from the electric grid to a smart grid. An extensive exploitation of renewable energy sources is foreseen for the smart
grid, as well as a close integration with the energy storage and recharging systems of the electrified transportation era. Innovations
at the levels of both algorithmic and hardware (i.e., power converters, electric drives, electronic control units (ECU), energy
storage modules and charging stations) are proposed. Research and technology transfer activities in energy storage systems,
such as batteries and super/ultra-capacitors, are essential for the success of electric transportation, and to foster the use of
renewable energy sources. Energy storage systems are the key technology to solve these issues, and to increase the adoption of
renewable energy sources in the smart grid.
The book covers energy storage systems, bioenergy and hydrogen economy, grid integration of renewable energy systems,
distributed generation, economic analysis, and environmental impacts of renewable energy systems. The overall approaches are
interdisciplinary and comprehensive, covering economic, environmental, and grid integration issues as well as the physical and
engineering aspects. Core issues discussed include mechanical, electrical, and thermal energy storage systems, batteries, fuel
cells, biomass and biofuels, hydrogen economy, distributed generation, a brief presentation of microgrids, and in-depth
discussions of economic analysis and methods of renewable energy systems, environmental impacts, life-cycle analysis, and
energy conservation issues. With several solved examples, holistic material presentation, in-depth subject matter discussions and
self-content material presentation, this textbook will appeal strongly to students and professional and nonprofessional readers who
wish to understand this fascinating subject. Readers are encouraged to solve the problems and questions, which are useful ways
to understand and apply the concepts and the topics included.
Control of Power Electronic Converters and Systems examines the theory behind power electronic converter control, including
operation, modeling and control of basic converters. The book explores how to manipulate components of power electronics
converters and systems to produce a desired effect by controlling system variables. Advances in power electronics enable new
applications to emerge and performance improvement in existing applications. These advances rely on control effectiveness,
making it essential to apply appropriate control schemes to the converter and system to obtain the desired performance.
Discusses different applications and their control Explains the most important controller design methods both in analog and digital
Describes different important applications to be used in future industrial products Covers voltage source converters in significant
detail Demonstrates applications across a much broader context
The primary purpose of PV Systems Engineering is to provide a comprehensive set of PV knowledge and understanding tools for
the design, installation, commissioning, inspection, and operation of PV systems. During recent years in the United States, more
PV capacity was installed than any other electrical generation source. In addition to practical system information, this new edition
includes explanation of the basic physical principles upon which the technology is based and a consideration of the environmental
and economic impact of the technology. The material covers all phases of PV systems from basic sunlight parameters to system
commissioning and simulation, as well as economic and environmental impact of PV. With homework problems included in each
chapter and numerous design examples of real systems, the book provides the reader with consistent opportunities to apply the
information to real-world scenarios.
In recent years, the development of advanced structures for providing sustainable energy has been a topic at the forefront of
public and political conversation. Many are looking for advancements on pre-existing sources and new and viable energy options
to maintain a modern lifestyle. The Handbook of Research on Power and Energy System Optimization is a critical scholarly
resource that examines the usage of energy in relation to the perceived standard of living within a country and explores the
importance of energy structure augmentation. Featuring coverage on a wide range of topics including energy management, microgrid, and distribution generation, this publication is targeted towards researchers, academicians, and students seeking relevant
research on the augmentation of current energy structures to support existing standards of living.
This book outlines issues related to massive integration of electric and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles into power grids. Electricity
is becoming the preferred energy vector for the next new generation of road vehicles. It is widely acknowledged that road vehicles
based on full electric or hybrid drives can mitigate problems related to fossil fuel dependence. This book explains the emerging
and understanding of storage systems for electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles. The recharging stations for these types of vehicles
might represent a great advantage for the electric grid by facilitating integration of renewable and distributed energy production.
This book presents a broad review from analyzing current literature to on-going research projects about the new power
technologies related to the various charging architectures for electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles. Specifically focusing on DC fast
charging operations, as well as, grid-connected power converters and the full range of energy storage systems. These key
components are analyzed for distributed generation and charging system integration into micro-grids. The authors demonstrate
that these storage systems represent effective interfaces for the control and management of renewable and sustainable distributed
energy resources. New standards and applications are emerging from micro-grid pilot projects around the world and case studies
demonstrate the convenience and feasibility of distributed energy management. The material in this unique volume discusses
potential avenues for further research toward achieving more reliable, more secure and cleaner energy.
Solar PV Power: Design, Manufacturing and Applications from Sand to Systems details developments in the solar cell
manufacturing process, including information from system design straight through to the entire value chain of Solar PV
Manufacturing. In addition, the book includes aspects of ground mounted grid connected solar PV systems and optimization for
solar PV plants, economic analyses, and reliability and performance. The advances and processes of solar product technology
and reliability, along with the performance of solar PV plants and operational and maintenance aspects with advance diagnostic
techniques are also presented, making this an ideal resource. With rapid change in the manufacturing process, it is crucial for
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solar cells and solar PV modules to adapt to new developments in solar products, especially with regard to reliability, financial
aspects and performance. Includes detailed solar panel module assembly and analysis Offers new concepts for solar PV system
design that are presented alongside field related issues and examples Saves time and resources by collecting all pieces of
information needed by engineers in the same text
Organizational, DS, GS, and Depot Maintenance ManualTest Set TS-140/PCM : Signal Generator SG-15/PCM and SG-15A/PCM,
and Decibel Meter ME-22/PCM and ME-22A/PCM.VSC-FACTS-HVDCAnalysis, Modelling and Simulation in Power GridsWiley
This book is a technical publication for students, scholars and engineers in electrical engineering, focusing on the pulse-widthmodulation (PWM) technologies in power electronics area. Based on an introduction of basic PWM principles this book analyzes
three major challenges for PWM on system performance: power losses, voltage/current ripple and electromagnetic interference
(EMI) noise, and the lack of utilization of control freedoms in conventional PWM technologies. Then, the model of PWM's impact
on system performance is introduced, with the current ripple prediction method for voltage source converter as example. With the
prediction model, two major advanced PWM methods are introduced: variable switching frequency PWM and phase-shift PWM,
which can reduce the power losses and EMI for the system based on the prediction model. Furthermore, the advanced PWM can
be applied in advanced topologies including multilevel converters and paralleled converters. With more control variables in the
advanced topologies, performance of PWM can be further improved. Also, for the special problem for common-mode noise, this
book introduces modified PWM method for reduction. Especially, the paralleled inverters with advanced PWM can achieve good
performance for the common-mode noise reduction. Finally, the implementation of PWM technologies in hardware is introduced in
the last part.
NABCEP sets the standard for solar certifications in the United States and Canada. The NABCEP PV Technical Sales Certification
shows customers, friends and employers that you are knowledgeable and qualified to sell solar systems. If someone is selling
solar, they need to know what they are selling and how it is configured. Where will they connect the circuit breaker? Will the house
need expensive modifications in order for a PV system to be installed? These are the questions that you as a NABCEP Technical
Sales Certified solar salesperson will confidently answer. This book is full of practical information that anyone selling solar should
know in order to properly serve their customers and to ethically represent the industry that is solving the world’s problems on the
ground and rooftop level. This book will be of use to those taking the NABCEP PV Technical Sales Exam, as well as anyone
selling or planning to sell solar.
Solar Energy, Photovoltaics, and Domestic Hot Water provides a fundamental understanding of heat and energy conversions and
of both solar domestic hot water system types with associated components and photovoltaic/inverter system combinations. It
provides the information needed to determine and understand the proper siting requirements, the amount of energy needed
(based upon usage), the amount of solar energy available, the methods of comparing collectors for both hot water and
photovoltaic situations, and the number of collectors necessary for either hot water or electricity. Solar Energy, Photovoltaics, and
Domestic Hot Water also details the investment and cost savings advantages of using solar energy through a unique compilation
of information and explanations not available in other publications or on the internet. This includes comprehensive financial
explanations with examples using basic engineering management analysis methods. These examples include present and future
worth relative to break-even costs and cash flow analysis and actual quoted systems and worksheets for typical electrical solar PV
and DHW demand scenarios allowing you to calculate your own cost estimates and to evaluate your own projects relative to
investment payback. Solar Energy, Photovoltaics, and Domestic Hot Water will enable readers make informed decisions about the
economic practicality of solar generation sources for residential or commercial use based upon location, energy demands,
associated conventional fuel costs, solar energy system costs, and tax incentives. Provides a fundamental understanding of solar
DHW and photovoltaic systems Uses clear guidelines to evaluate solar DHW and photovoltaic systems’ value as a long-term
investment vs traditional power and heat generation methods Discusses cost and operating expenses relative to investment and
return on capital which will be beneficial to project planners, installers, energy managers, builders and property owners
In the recent years the electrical power utilities have undergone rapid restructuring process worldwide. Indeed, with deregulation,
advancement in technologies and concern about the environmental impacts, competition is particularly fostered in the generation
side, thus allowing increased interconnection of generating units to the utility networks. These generating sources are called
distributed generators (DG) and defined as the plant which is directly connected to distribution network and is not centrally planned
and dispatched. These are also called embedded or dispersed generation units. The rating of the DG systems can vary between
few kW to as high as 100 MW. Various new types of distributed generator systems, such as microturbines and fuel cells in addition
to the more traditional solar and wind power are creating significant new opportunities for the integration of diverse DG systems to
the utility. Interconnection of these generators will offer a number of benefits such as improved reliability, power quality, efficiency,
alleviation of system constraints along with the environmental benefits. Unlike centralized power plants, the DG units are directly
connected to the distribution system; most often at the customer end. The existing distribution networks are designed and
operated in radial configuration with unidirectional power flow from centralized generating station to customers. The increase in
interconnection of DG to utility networks can lead to reverse power flow violating fundamental assumption in their design. This
creates complexity in operation and control of existing distribution networks and offers many technical challenges for successful
introduction of DG systems. Some of the technical issues are islanding of DG, voltage regulation, protection and stability of the
network. Some of the solutions to these problems include designing standard interface control for individual DG systems by taking
care of their diverse characteristics, finding new ways to/or install and control these DG systems and finding new design for
distribution system. DG has much potential to improve distribution system performance. The use of DG strongly contributes to a
clean, reliable and cost effective energy for future. This book deals with several aspects of the DG systems such as benefits,
issues, technology interconnected operation, performance studies, planning and design. Several authors have contributed to this
book aiming to benefit students, researchers, academics, policy makers and professionals. We are indebted to all the people who
either directly or indirectly contributed towards the publication of this book.
This book discusses topics related to power electronics, especially electromagnetic transient analysis and control of high-power
electronics conversion. It focuses on the re-evaluation of power electronics, transient analysis and modeling, device-based systemsafe operating area, and energy balance-based control methods, and presenting, for the first time, numerous experimental results
for the transient process of various real-world converters. The book systematically presents both theoretical analysis and practical
applications. The first chapter discusses the structure and attributes of power electronics systems, highlighting the analysis and
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synthesis, while the second chapter explores the transient process and modeling for power electronics systems. The transient
features of power devices at switching-on/off, transient conversion circuit with stray parameters and device-based system-safe
operating area are described in the subsequent three chapters. The book also examines the measurement of transient processes,
electromagnetic pulses and their series, as well as high-performance, closed-loop control, and expounds the basic principles and
method of the energy-balanced control strategy. Lastly, it introduces the applications of transient analysis of typical power
electronics systems. The book is valuable as a textbook for college students, and as a reference resource for electrical engineers
as well as anyone working in the field of high-power electronics system.
This authoritative new resource explores the power grid from its classical role as a utility or service provider towards its new role
as an application development platform. This book gives insight into the vision, problems and solutions, and risks of the smart grid
model. The evolution of the power grid as it develops into an application-centric environment is explained in this book. This
resource guides readers to better understand the primary motivation of the smart grid, and to explore how new technologies are
creating a cleaner and more sustainable ecosystem for new business models to blossom. Key topics include the basics of
electricity and the conventional grid structure, as well as the relationships between conventional economic models and emerging
models based on transactive energy and the sharing economy. This book presents the orchestration of smart grid technologies as
they are transforming the utility sector toward a human-centric grid. Readers gain insight into how they are playing an active role in
the operation of the utility business as well as in the transfer of electrons. This book demonstrates how the new smart grid is
becoming a distributed system that supports decentralized services through modern trends and distributed system architectures.
Readers learn how grid intelligence and energy production migrates to the edge of the network. This book explores how
consumers are transformed to “prosumers” of energy and providers of critical data that are dramatically changing the relationship
with the electric utility business in order to enable new applications and services.
Because society depends greatly on electric energy, power system control and protection focuses on ensuring a secure and
reliable supply of power. To operate the electric systems in safe mode, the power system component should be equipped with
intelligent controllers. The Handbook of Research on Smart Power System Operation and Control is a collection of innovative
research on the theoretical and practical developments in smart power system operation and control that takes into account both
smart grid and micro-grid systems. While highlighting topics including cybersecurity, smart grid, and wide area monitoring, this
book is ideally designed for researchers, students, and industry professionals.
From the author of The Homeowner’s Guide to Renewable Energy, an easy guide to solar electricity—everything you need to
power your home or small business. Written for the individual or business layman, this is the fully revised and updated guide for
generating solar electricity. Practical and accessible, it provides a basic understanding of electricity, wiring, and solar energy. The
book guides the reader through assessing your solar electricity site and determining the type of solar system needed for to
generate solar electricity, providing you with a solid understanding of grid-tied and off-grid systems, along with important guidelines
on installation. Power from the Sun, 2nd Edition, discusses types of photovoltaic and photovoltaic solar energy systems, and
includes comprehensive information on recent changes and improvements in PV modules, charge controllers, inverters, batteries,
generators, and net metering policies. It offers an excellent overview of the many options available as a guide for generating solar
electricity, allowing you to make the best choices for your individual situation during the design, installation, and operation of a
solar energy system. This is the definitive layman’s guide for homeowners, business owners, installers, architects, and just about
anyone interested in generating solar electricity to lower energy bills and achieve greater independence through solar energy.
“Dan Chiras is as reliable as a Swiss watch—once again he’s created a text that’s as accessible as it is informative.”—Ann
Edminster, author of Energy Free: Homes for a Small Planet “Chiras makes it as easy as possible for you to affect your own
transition away from fossil fuel dependence.”—Bruce King, PE Director, Ecological Building Network, and author of The New
Carbon Architecture
This book explains the science of photovoltaics (PV) in a way that most people can understand using the curriculum which reflects
the core modules of the NABCEP Associate Exam. Whether or not you are taking the NABCEP Associate Exam, learning the
material covered in this book is the best investment you can make insuring your place and moving up in the solar industry.
Providing complete coverage of the NABCEP syllabus in easily accessible chapters, this book addresses all of the core objectives
required to pass the exam, including the ten main skill sets: PV Markets and Applications Safety Basics Electricity Basics Solar
Energy Fundamentals PV Module Fundamentals System Components PV System Sizing Principles PV System Electrical Design
PV System Mechanical Design Performance Analysis, Maintenance and Troubleshooting You will learn the importance of
surveying a site and how to carry out a survey, how to use the tools that determine shading and annual production, and the
necessity of safety on site. This guide also includes technical math and equations that are suitable and understandable to those
without engineering degrees, but are necessary in understanding the principles of solar PV. This new edition of Sean White’s
highly successful study guide has been updated throughout and reflects recent changes in the industry.
Essential for anyone interested in a career in renewable energy, ELECTRICAL THEORY FOR RENEWABLE ENERGY presents a
solid foundation of electrical theory and applications for both photovoltaic (PV) power and wind power in one engaging book.
Designed to apply to electricians as well as individuals specializing in PV and wind turbines, each chapter provides a common
technical language and knowledge base for all renewable energy practitioners so that all members of the team (i.e., practitioners,
designers, installers and engineers) are able to work together effectively in the field. With multiple examples and opportunities for
practice, this book covers the basic electrical theory that is required for you to understand any renewable energy source that
generates electricity. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
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